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If you need help to set up or use your VTAP reader, beyond what is contained in this  
Application Note, then please contact our support team.

Email: vtap-support@dotorigin.com

Download the latest documentation and firmware from https://vtapnfc.com

Telephone UK and Europe:   +44 (0) 1428 685861

Telephone North America and Latin America: +1 (562) 262-9642

If you have any feedback on setting up or using your VTAP reader or this documentation, 
then please contact our support team. The product is constantly being reviewed and 
improved and we value  feedback about your experience.

Copyright 2024 Dot Origin Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this Application Note may be published or reproduced without the written 
permission of Dot Origin Ltd except for personal use. This Application Note relates to correct 
use of the VTAP reader only. No liability can be accepted under any circumstances relating to 
the operation of the user’s own PC, network or infrastructure.

Dot Origin Ltd
Unit 7, Coopers Place Business Park, Combe Lane, Wormley
Godalming GU8 5SZ United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1428 685861 

mailto:vtap-support@dotorigin.com?subject=VTAP100 query
https://vtap100.com/resources/
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1   One VTAP reading multiple NFC passes
The VTAP reader has the potential to read multiple Apple or Google passes, as the reader can 
be configured with up to 6 Apple VAS Merchant IDs with associated keys, and up to 6 Google 
Smart Tap Collector IDs and associated keys and key versions. However, the support for this 
feature differs significantly between Apple and Android phones.

1.1 Multiple Apple Wallet passes
You can request more than one Merchant ID from Apple, applying for each separately, one by 
one, and using each of these to generate and distribute passes. The VTAP reader can then be 
configured to read any passes associated up to 6 stored merchant IDs and keys.

Figure 1-1 Apple VAS multiple pass reading concept

Note: When an Apple iPhone is presented which contains more than one  pass that the VTAP 
reader is configured to read, Apple Wallet will control which valid pass will be read, rather 
than the VTAP reader. So VTAP reader settings cannot guarantee the same pass will be read 
with each tap.

1.2 Multiple Google Smart Tap passes
Multiple Collector ID requests are not currently supported on Android. So, although the 
VTAP reader will allow you to configure multiple Collector IDs, Android phones can only 
use one.
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Google do, however, have the concept of a 'multiple redemption issuer' (see Smart Tap 

communication flow | Google for Developers for more detail). This is something you can 
implement in the passes rather than the reader.

There is a one to one mapping between a Collector ID and an Issuer ID. A single issuer may 
have a number of keys recorded with Google, each identified with a key version. When any 
pass is stored on an Android device, in Google Wallet, it is associated with an Issuer ID, that 
identifies which keys stored by Google are valid for a reader to redeem or receive the pass (a 
Redemption Issuer ID).

Figure 1-2 Google Smart Tap multiple pass reading concept

The VTAP reader is configured with just one Smart Tap Collector ID, which associates it with 
a Google pass issuer account. A pass can be associated with any number of redemption 
issuers. That pass can then be received by any reader which can prove it belongs to one of the 
redemption issuers, based on the Collector ID and holding a private key which matches a 
public key held by Google for that issuer.

To allow the VTAP reader to read another class of pass you must associate that class of pass 
with the same Redemption Issuer ID. This class of pass will then also be read with the single 
Collector ID, key and key version already configured on your VTAP reader, as it is associated 
with the same Redemption Issuer.

This process relies on collaboration and data sharing between mobile pass issuers:

 l As the first pass issuer you will create a 'new business' through your Google Pay & Wallet 
Console dashboard.
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This creates an issuer ID and enables you to upload related public keys, resulting in a 
corresponding collector ID. Add that collector ID and associated private keys to your 
readers.

You then create classes for different passes you want to issue, adding your issuer ID to 
those passes as redemption issuer. Your readers can read these passes.

 l Then share your issuer ID with the other pass issuer.

They follow the same process, but when creating passes add both their own issuer ID and 
your issuer ID to their passes. After adding the corresponding collector ID and private keys 
to their readers, they will now be able to read passes from both issuers.

 l Finally, if you also need your readers to read the passes from both issuers, the other pass 
issuer will have to let you know their issuer ID.

Just add this extra issuer ID, alongside your issuer ID, to your pass classes. Existing passes 
of that class will be updated (almost instantly). Now all passes issued under either issuer ID 
can be read by any of the readers.

This multiple pass concept affects the end user experience. If a phone user has the Google 
Wallet app opened to a particular pass, then only that one pass will be presented for reading 
with a tap. However, when an Android phone is presented which contains more than one  pass 
that the VTAP reader is configured to read, and the Google Wallet app is only open to the 
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Home page or the phone screen is simply unlocked, the behaviour is different. In this case the 
Google Wallet app will present the phone user with all passes that have the valid redemption 
issuer ID, so that the user can select which to pass they want to offer to the VTAP reader.

1.3 When to use multiple passes
There are a number of scenarios where reading multiple pass types with one VTAP reader 
might be helpful, for instance:

 l Multiple concessions operating in the same physical store using shared PoS infrastructure 
and VTAP readers to read promotional passes  - in this case each concession would logically 
have a different Merchant/Collector ID to issue passes although they may all use one 
infrastructure provider;

 l When transitioning from the use of one pass class to another you may want to accept both 
classes concurrently for a period of time. 
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2   About Application Notes

Application Notes address topics of interest to small groups of customers, or topics around 
the use of a VTAP reader with third-party systems.

The main documents available to support your use of the VTAP50 and VTAP100 are the 
Installation Guide for your VTAP reader model and the VTAP Configuration Guide. You will 
find the latest versions of these, and other useful information at https://vtapnfc.com.

If you need further help do contact us by email to vtap-support@dotorigin.com, or by phone 
+44 (0) 1428 685861 from Europe and Asia, or +1 (562) 262-9642 from Northern and Latin 
America.
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